History & Science

of “Battenburg”
vehicle livery

Introduction
In 1998, the Police Scientific Development Branch (PSDB), at the request of the then National
Motorway Policing sub-committee of the former Association of Chief. Police Officers (ACPO) Traffic
committee (now ACPO Roads Policing Operations Forum, RPOF), published a “Specification for the
Livery on Police Patrol Cars.” This document provided the police service with a practical corporate
high-conspicuity vehicle livery that met ACPO operational requirements. Owing to its use of alternating
blocks of contrasting colour, the livery subsequently acquired the name “Battenburg”. Since the release
of the battenburg livery specification, uptake by the police service has been steady. 46% of forces had
applied battenburg to at least three quarters of their vehicles for motorways and trunk road patrol duties
by 2001. A survey in 2003 has shown that this number has increased to 76% of forces. The survey also
suggested that this figure is likely to climb to 85 or 90% by the end of 2004.The United States National
Institute of Justice is considering trials of the battenburg livery in order to promote officer safety and
corporacy. Within the last few years and in light of the policy of “high visibility policing,” it has become
apparent that a livery similar in appearance to battenburg was required for urban police patrol vehicles,
building on the corporate image established by battenburg.
The operational requirement was agreed by the ACPO RPOF and an evaluation has been completed
by PSDB. The resultant livery, known as the “Half Battenburg,” is detailed in this publication. It is hoped
that this police vehicle livery specification will be adopted by all forces within the United Kingdom,
enhancing the corporate image of the police service and promoting greater safety on our roads.
In the context of this document, the following definitions are intended.
“Conspicuity” is the degree to which a specific object can be seen
easily and recognised within its immediate visual context.
“Battenburg” is currently the recommended livery scheme
introduced as a nationwide corporate
and
highly-conspicuous
livery
intended for application to motorway
patrol vehicles to increase safety.
“Half battenburg” is currently
the recommended livery scheme
introduced to build upon the theme
of corporacy promoted initially by the
original (full) battenburg livery scheme.
Its intended use is on urban/suburban
patrol vehicles.
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The Background

to “Full Battenburg”
vehicle livery

1.1.1 Details of the Full Battenburg Operational Requirement
An operational requirement for livery for motorway and trunk road patrol vehicles was set in October
1995 by the then ACPO Traffic National Motorway Policing sub-committee (see Reference [1]). It
required that a police patrol car operating on a dual carriageway or motorway should be:
•
•

Visible throughout the day and night and capable of being seen from a minimum viewing distance
of 500 metres from on-coming road users; and
Clearly recognisable as a police car.

The 500 metres minimum distance condition should apply during day light hours in rain, mist, etc.,
though not necessarily in heavy rain or fog. Minimum illumination at night was defined as being that
which is provided by an approaching vehicle with headlights set at the normal dipped position. This
criterion applies without the roof lighting in operation on the police vehicle, since it is possible that
this equipment can fail. With the operational requirement for a conspicuous marking scheme having
been defined by ACPO, the Home Office Police Scientific Development Branch (PSDB) was tasked
with the development of a suitable livery scheme, together with the identification of appropriate
lighting treatments. The aim of the development work was defined as: “To determine for police traffic
patrol vehicles operating in a motorway environment a suitable common standard of markings which
enhances, at a distance, conspicuity and recognition as a police vehicle.
1.1.2 Objectives of the Battenburg Livery Scheme
The stated objectives of the work were that the proposed scheme should:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance officer and public safety by reducing the likelihood of road accidents where conspicuity of
the police vehicle is a factor;
Be recognisable as a police vehicle up to a distance of 500 metres in normal day light;
Assist in high visibility policing so as to reassure the public and enhance the potential deterrent
benefits of proactive traffic patrol activity;
Be readily identifiable nationally as a police vehicle, but retain the ability to associate force corporate
logos with it;
Capitalise on the latest materials and systems available and seek to achieve a cost-neutral option
when compared with the average costs of current liveries; and
Be acceptable to at least 75% of the staff using it.
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1.1.3 Scientific Rationale Behind Battenburg
“Conspicuous” may be defined as “standing clearly in view; manifest; distinguished” (see Reference [2]).
The concept of “conspicuity” derived from this definition involves temporal and spatial uncertainty on the
part of an observer, combined with a lack of expectation concerning what he or she, might encounter
(see Reference [3]). In such circumstances, which are completely normal when driving, for instance,
some visual attribute of an object makes the observer aware of its presence, location and nature.
Police vehicles fall into this category. There is a need for them to attract the attention of motorists, but
an equally important need for them to be quickly identifiable as police vehicles: to be “conspicuous.”
At the time the initial research into police vehicle conspicuity was started in 1992, several levels of
markings were identified, namely:
•
•
•
•

White vehicle – could be almost any road user;
White vehicle with high-visibility stripe – this is shared with a variety of road users, including vehicle
repair, courier services and others wishing to convey a sense of ‘urgent attention;’
White vehicle with high-visibility stripe and blue light – shared by emergency services in general,
including the military police and the private sector (e.g. private ambulances); and
Vehicle with unique identifier – unique identification can only really be achieved with these marking
configurations by use of the word “POLICE” or force emblems. “POLICE” can be understood
by several European nationalities and may be helpful in identifying the vehicle to foreign visitors
unfamiliar with the vehicle markings and the officers’ uniforms.

The conspicuity of an object depends on its contrast with its background (Reference [3]). Visual attributes
of primary importance are colour, luminance and form. Scope in using form to attract attention within
the road traffic environment is very limited. Police vehicles themselves have a variety of shapes and
sizes in an environment with an even larger variety of similar forms. Light bars and other equipment
specific to police vehicles affect vehicle form, but are likely to aid recognition. As a consequence of
these factors, it was decided that the greatest benefits to conspicuity would be realised by using colour
and luminance contrast.
The environment contains colours across the whole visible range. Therefore, to attract attention, one
needs to use high-visibility colours as identified in many texts, for example BS 6629: 1985: “Optical
performance of high-visibility garments and accessories for use on the highway.” What remains in
question is how the relevant colours should best be employed to maximise conspicuity.
1.1.4 Daytime Conspicuity
It was deduced during initial research that the sides and rear of police vehicles are the areas that
benefit most from having maximum conspicuity. It is these areas that passing motorists will see first
when police vehicles are parked on the near-side of the road. The front of the vehicle is usually only
seen in rear view mirrors. A literature search was undertaken and revealed that blocks of colour as
close to square as possible tend to be the most conspicuous. It has also been observed (Reference
[4]) that“… fluorescent paints possess greater visual fields than their ordinary counterparts.” The same
researcher also noted that blocks tended to be more conspicuous the larger and the squarer in shape
they were and that surrounding the blocks with contrasting colour was a major factor in increasing the
effectiveness of the stimulus in being conspicuous.
Acceptance by police forces of a colour scheme involving blue and yellow for maximising conspicuity
and contrast was felt to be likely, since many of them used these colours in existing schemes. Stripes
should be avoided because, when covering large areas, they are analogous to camouflage markings
and there are examples in nature and in military applications where they have been used to break up
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form and provide visual texture. This would tend to defeat the object of the marking scheme.
There is usually less opportunity for plain fluorescent areas to the rear of a vehicle since a larger amount
of visual clutter exists, including the rear lamp units and the number plate. Similarly, the front of a
vehicle does not lend itself to the application of large areas of fluorescent-coloured materials to increase
conspicuity due to the presence of the headlamp units, the number plate and the radiator grille.
1.1.5 Night-Time Conspicuity
At night, different mechanisms of achieving conspicuous markings need to be sought because
fluorescent properties of materials cease to be of benefit in the absence of ultraviolet illumination from
sunlight. Fluorescent yellow appears to be bright and attention-getting under street lighting, but this
is due to the spectral distribution of the colour rather than the fluorescent property. Most often, retroreflective aids and light sources are used to promote conspicuity under dark conditions.
As with daytime conspicuity research, much effort has been directed towards accident avoidance
rather than “conspicuity for conspicuity’s sake.” Research (Reference [3]) has demonstrated that the
value of the use of retro-reflective materials on the front of motorcycles is obliterated by the glare of the
headlamp. The same rationale can be applied to the front of any police vehicle and it can be said that
the use of reflective treatments on the front is likely not to offer any benefit, except in a few very special
cases. Another option to increase frontal conspicuity is to use specific configurations of lights or to
modulate the existing lights in a characteristic way, specific to police vehicles. Modulation of lighting to
the front of the vehicle on a continuous basis has the potential pitfall that it can convey the impression
that the vehicle is engaged on an emergency call when this might not necessarily be the case.
1.1.6 Livery Development
Taking the principles discussed above into account, a suitable livery was designed and developed. This
was then subjected to a series of laboratory and field trials in order to ensure that its performance met
the operational requirement and exceeded that of earlier designs.
Laboratory trials involved making up slides simulating side or rear views of three vehicles at a time.
These were then shown to volunteer test subjects using a slide projector Tachistoscope for a period of
0.3 seconds in order to model the minimum time taken by a driver to glance at a specific road scene
in order to obtain information (Reference [3]). The proposed markings were compared with civilian
vehicles that were conspicuous in their own right, including a St. John’s Ambulance car. Test subjects
were not told to look for a police vehicle, but were asked to note down which vehicle in the scene stood
out the most. This ensured that the experiment was a test of true conspicuity, which is the ability of a
vehicle to attract attention to itself.
When viewed under daylight conditions, the proposed livery was selected most frequently as being the
most conspicuous from the side (53% compared with42% for the most conspicuous civilian vehicle,
Reference [3]). It also outperformed the other police force schemes in the experiment. Under night-time
viewing conditions, the proposed livery dramatically outperformed all the civilian vehicles and performed
almost twice as well as the best-performing police livery; 32% for civilian vehicles, 56% for best police
scheme, 90% for proposed livery. Subjective feedback indicated that the proposed markings were
described as distinctive and readily associated with the police.
Initial results were sufficiently encouraging to suggest that the proposed markings were suitable for field
trials on the roads without major revisions. These would serve to identify opinions and attitudes of trial
vehicle drivers and highlight any issues surrounding the durability and maintainability of the markings.
Trials were conducted between March and October 1994 and involved 12 police forces.
One police vehicle per force involved was marked up in the proposed livery. This was then used for
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routine patrol duties. A structured questionnaire was used to obtain the required information, including
the confidence the police drivers had in the proposed livery improving their safety and authority on
the road. One hundred and seventy police drivers responded to the questionnaire. Their opinions
are summarised in Table 1. Considering the stated objectives of the livery that it should present a
conspicuous image that is representative of the police, the results summarised in this section appear to
indicate that this has been achieved. The novel livery scheme was developed along proven ergonomic
principles and achieved superior conspicuous performance, especially under night-time conditions,
when compared with existing police livery schemes under laboratory conditions. Furthermore, following
six months of field trials, the opinions of170 police officers indicated that the livery was acceptable and
that its introduction would be favoured.

1.1.7 Full Battenburg Recommendations
A. Full battenburg livery should be applied to all police vehicles intended for motorway/trunk road
patrol duties, except in cases where vehicles need to remain unmarked.
B. Livery application should be carried out in accordance with Chapter 2 of this document.
C. Livery materials used should conform to the specification laid down in Chapter 4 in order that the
benefits of the livery are realised.
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The Background

to “Half Battenburg”
vehicle livery

1.2.1 Summary of the Half Battenburg Operational Requirement
The half battenburg design evolved from the original full battenburg scheme. It is a result of a desire to
associate urban/suburban patrol vehicle livery schemes with the highly visible, easily recognisable full
battenburg. In the case of the half battenburg, however, the operational requirement was different. It
can be summarised as follows:
• The emphasis is on ease of recognition as a police vehicle to increase awareness among the public
of the fact that police resources are present, thereby providing reassurance and a deterrent against
crime; and
• Outright visibility is of lower importance since vehicles will generally be seen at close quarters by
pedestrians and road users travelling comparatively slowly. It was suggested that the likely maximum
viewing distance would be closer to 200m.
Maximising officer safety whilst on duty in dangerous roadside locations was not the main reason
for the fitment of the half battenburg livery but is an obvious benefit. Since extensive research went
into the original full battenburg livery design on which half-battenburg is based and bearing in mind
the reasons for its fitment, the scientific rigour applied to the original scheme was not considered
necessary in designing the trial for the half battenburg. Instead, a simple evaluation was conducted.
Having filmed vehicles in the half battenburg, full battenburg, ‘red stripe’ motorway patrol and navy blue
double chequer band panda car liveries in a visually-cluttered environment (a busy shopping street),
the footage was shown to volunteer test subjects. A discussion was initiated, being very careful not
to direct the volunteers towards any conclusions and the relative merits of the marking schemes were
discussed. The results are presented below. Further details of the method of evaluation, together with
some photographs of the vehicles that were filmed, can be found in Appendix C.
1.2.2 Conclusions from the Half Battenburg Study
A. The half battenburg livery scheme appears to perform well within the context of an environment
containing a large amount of visual clutter .Reasons for this include:
• “POLICE” appearing in large, highly-contrasting, bold letters on the flanks of the vehicle;
• Effective rear markings – retro-reflective red and retro-reflective and fluorescent yellow-green
chevrons in this instance (although the recommendations stipulate retro-reflective and fluorescent
orange in place of red on visibility performance grounds); and
• White colour of the base vehicle stands out in this context.
B. Use of the police force logo tends to enhance the recognisability of the vehicle as a police vehicle,
promoting “High Visibility Policing.”
C. A simple evaluation exercise has indicated that it is likely that full battenburg livery offers little
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advantage over half battenburg livery within the visually cluttered context considered. Indeed the half
battenburg livery performed the best in that environment. Comparing the half battenburg with the
battenburg livery and all other factors being equal (for example, size of vehicle, quality of materials,
etc.), the half battenburg scheme offers the enhanced corporacy being sought in order to promote
greater public awareness. This is especially true bearing in mind the maximum viewing distance that
is generally possible in urban and suburban contexts
D. The evaluation demonstrated that the older general purpose (non-motorway) vehicle livery scheme
was not easily recognisable as a police vehicle. Since the idea of the trials was observation of
liveried police vehicles at close quarters, this leads one to the conclusion that the older scheme was
not performing its intended function of raising awareness of the presence of a police vehicle.
1.2.3 Half Battenburg Recommendations
A. It is recommended that the half battenburg livery scheme should be adopted for application, as
laid down in Chapter 2, to all appropriate police vehicles within every police force for vehicles other
than those used for motorway/trunk road patrol duties, to which the full battenburg livery should be
applied.
B. Only appropriate classes of vehicle, dependent upon force policy, should be marked in half
battenburg. Clearly, it is desirable for some types not to be identifiable, an obvious example being
unmarked traffic vehicles.
C. Application of half battenburg livery to as many vehicles as is practical within police fleets will bring
benefits since members of the public will tend to notice police vehicles and officers more easily.
They will tend to perceive an increased police presence, which should lead to a reduced fear of
crime and an increased feeling of reassurance, as well as providing a deterrent effect for criminals.
D. Adoption of half battenburg across all police forces will lead to additional benefits from the point of
view of corporacy and a “professional” and an “authoritative” image for the Police Service.
E. Livery materials used should conform to the specification laid down in Chapter 4 in order that the
benefits of the livery are realised.
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Application

and maintenance
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